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ABSTRACT

Background: Assertiveness is a life skill designed to improve attitudes and assertive behavior. Assertiveness changes one’s point of view toward oneself to achieve self-confidence, better interpersonal communication, and individual well-being. This study aims to determine the effectiveness of assertiveness training on bullying, competitive state anxiety, and performance under pressure in futsal players.

Methods: The study population consisted of all adolescent male futsal players of 15-17 years old in Isfahan City, Iran in 2017. This research was a controlled quasi-experimental field study with a Pre-test-Post-test design. Out of the study population, 32 futsal players with low to moderate scores in assertiveness questionnaire were selected by targeted sampling method and then they were randomly divided into two groups of experimental and control. The experimental group received 8 assertiveness training sessions. The study data were collected by Gambrill-Richey assertiveness inventory, University of Illinois bully scale, competitive state anxiety inventory-2, and athletic performance questionnaire.

Results: The results of univariate ANCOVA in bullying, competitive state anxiety, and performance under pressure showed a significant difference between the two groups after the intervention (P<0.05). All in all, the results showed the effectiveness of assertiveness training on reducing bullying and competitive state anxiety and improving the performance under pressure in adolescent male futsal players.

Conclusion: It is recommended that assertiveness training be used to improve performance under pressure in futsal players.
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1. Introduction

Today, technological advances have changed profoundly various aspects of human life, especially in the psychological and social aspects. This transformation requires more knowledge and skills to establish interpersonal and social communications. Meanwhile, learning skills that can improve interpersonal communications and promote social skills will be an effective way to improve mental health. Social skills usually improve people’s attitudes toward their abilities [1]. To achieve this goal, assertiveness as a life skill is designed to improve attitudes and assertive behavior. It contributes to change one’s attitude toward oneself and to achieve self-confidence, interpersonal communication, and individual well-being [2].

There are three responding styles of assertive, aggressive, and passive in interpersonal communications. Aggressive behavior is conscious behavior that results in physical or psychological suffering. Passive behavior indicates a person’s lack of respect for his or her needs and rights. A submissive person is more vulnerable than being able to confront and accept participation responsibilities [3]. Assertiveness has also been considered as one of the amendable aspects of interpersonal communications [2].

A problematic interpersonal situation is the bullying phenomenon. Bullying in the general sense is an act of aggression in which individual(s) attack others, beat them, or are repeatedly aggressive towards weaker people [4]. Those committing bullyings have a positive view of aggression and feel a great need for dominating others [5]. Researchers have also approved the correlation between social skills and bullying [6].

Participation in sports activities is shown to bring benefits such as physical, mental, and personality improvements, teamwork, and cooperation improvement [7], self-esteem, self-efficacy, self-control, respect for others [2], and individual assertiveness. The assertiveness skill itself helps improve self-confidence and interpersonal communications [8]. On the other hand, psychological factors affect sports and exercise performance [9]. Because of the close competition of elite athletes, only those will succeed that besides physical readiness, have high psychological readiness, too [10].

Anxiety and pressure are the main psychological factors affecting exercise and normal life [11]. Spielberger divided anxiety into two categories of state and trait anxiety [12]. Trait anxiety is behavior that results from one’s personality, according to which an individual may assess a wide range of typical situations as a threat [13]. State anxiety is a temporary and unstable emotional state that varies depending on the situation and is due to the individual’s perception of the current situation as a threat and is often associated with autonomic nervous system activity [11].

In addition to experiencing negative thoughts and understanding physiological activity, one’s belief in one’s ability to confront challenges is also important in creating anxiety [14]. It has been observed that athletes will have low performance in specific competitions if they have not acquired the ability to cope with anxiety [15]. Competitive state anxiety affects the performance of athletes. A higher competitive state anxiety level lowers the athlete’s performance level during the competition. As a result, the athlete loses his efficiency, which reflects the perceived mismatch between environmental demands and the athlete’s ability to fulfill those demands to achieve appropriate results [16].

Beilock and Carr have also defined psychological pressure as a willingness to worry in situations with high levels of skills [17]. Anxiety increases under the pressure. Thus, in conditions with high psychological pressure, the athlete’s performance decreases compared to the athlete’s performance before the condition and is expected to repeat it [18].

Few studies have investigated the effect of assertiveness on bullying and competitive state anxiety in the literature. Some studies have addressed behavioral interventions. Their results indicated that assertiveness training reduced anxiety, stress, depression [19], physical and verbal aggression, anger, and hostility in students [20]. Pearsall and Ellis showed that assertiveness affects team performance and satisfaction [21]. Sharma also examined the relationship between competitive state anxiety and performance of 119 soccer players. The results showed a negative correlation between competitive state anxiety and performance of soccer players [16].

In general, a review of the literature shows that most studies have been conducted on non-athlete samples and no research has been done to investigate the effects of assertiveness on performance under pressure, yet. Therefore, it is necessary to study these variables in athletes and especially in futsal because of high levels of contacts and pressures during competition. This study aimed to examine the effectiveness of assertiveness training on bullying, competitive state anxiety, and performance under pressure in futsal players.
Table 1. Assertiveness training session’s summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Summary of Assertiveness Training</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Reviewing previous session assignments and getting feedback. Discussing the rights of individuals and familiarizing athletes with their rights, including the right to express opinions and the right to freedom of choice. Assignments about dealing with new situations and reacting to criticism.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Reviewing previous session assignments and getting feedback. Discussing assertion-based behaviors and alternative behaviors, including discussing different types of behavior and specific ways to cope with change. Assignments on detecting assertive behavior as well as other behaviors (aggressive and passive) and the burden of relationships.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Reviewing previous session assignments and getting feedback. Discussing anger and its consequences. Describing some of implicit anger symptoms and methods of expressing or not expressing anger in the futsal environment, and showing video clips. Assignments for staying calm and controlling anger in different situations of playing futsal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Reviewing previous session assignments and getting feedback. Discussing the pros and cons of anger, including psychological stress relief, the release of feelings, and achievement of goals; methods of coping with anger; and guidelines for expressing anger. Assignments on coping with anger.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Reviewing previous session assignments and getting feedback. Discussing requesting, saying “Yes” or “No” to others’ requests, determining reasons for not being able to say “No,” and giving assignments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Reviewing previous session assignments and getting feedback. Discussing criticism. Appropriate and effective responses to criticism and coping with it. Pros and cons of criticism and playing video clips. Giving assignment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Reviewing previous session assignments and getting feedback. Providing special techniques for difficult situations and ways to increase assertion. Reviewing and concluding previous sessions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Methods

This was a quasi-experimental and field study with a Pre-test-Post-test design and a control group using targeted sampling and random allocation of samples to the groups. In the present study, the independent variable was assertiveness and the dependent variables were bullying, competitive state anxiety, and performance under pressure. The study population consisted of 94 adolescent futsal players in Isfahan City, Iran aged 15-17 years. The inclusion criteria were having at least one year of experience in playing futsal, being 15-17 years old, and lack of familiarity with the interventions and training used in this research.

First, the assertiveness questionnaire or Gambrill-Richey Assertion Inventory (GRAI) was completed by all players. After scoring, the way of performing necessary interventions, the number of sessions, how to complete questionnaires, and other executive programs were explained to 43 players with low to moderate scores [22-26], of whom 32 were willing to participate in the study and signed informed consent forms. Then, the subjects were randomly divided into two groups of experimental and control (n=16 for each).

At first, all the participants were Pre-tested for bullying and competitive state anxiety. Also, the coaches completed the athletic performance checklist after a formal match with the presence of spectators as psychological pressure. The experimental group underwent assertiveness training (Table 1), but the control group did not. After applying the protocol, all participants were subjected to the Post-test with Pre-test conditions. The training protocol consisted of eight 90-minute sessions of assertiveness training (Boket et al., 2016).

Research Tools

Gambrill-Richey assertion inventory (GRAI)

The standard Gambrill-Richey assertion inventory (GRAI; 1975) was developed to measure individuals’ assertiveness. GRAI has 22 items scored based on a 5-point Likert scale (from “I do not get sad at all”=1, to “I get very sad”=5). Scores of 32-44 indicate low assertiveness, 44-66 indicate moderate, and above 66 indicates high assertiveness. The reliability of GRAI was found 0.81 by calculating the Cronbach alpha. GRAI was translated and standardized by Besharat in Iran and had a high correlation validity (0.76) with the original GRAI. The Cronbach alpha coefficient of 0.81 approved its reliability [22].

University of Illinois bully scale (UIBS)

University of Illinois Bully Scale (UIBS) (Espelage and Holt, 2001) has 18 items and three subscales of bully, victim, and fighting. Items are scored based on a 5-point Likert scale from 1 (Never) to 5 (Seven times or more) and each subscale has a separate score. Validity and reli-
ability of UBIS in Iran were investigated by Chalme and reported the Cronbach alpha coefficients with split-half and test-retest methods for the whole scale and its subscales from 0.62 to 0.90, and concluding that UBIS has proper validity and reliability in Iranian society [23].

Competitive state anxiety Inventory-2 (CSAI-2R)

Competitive state anxiety Inventory-2 (CSAI-2R) (Cox et al., 2003) was developed for assessing competitive state anxiety has 17 items and three subscales of cognitive anxiety, somatic anxiety, and self-confidence. The subscales of cognitive anxiety and self-confidence each have 5 items and the somatic anxiety subscale has 7 items. Items are answered based on a 4-point Likert scale of 1 (not at all) to 4 (a lot). Mehr Safar, Moghadam Zade, Gharaygh Zandi, and Sanaifar reported satisfactory reliability and validity for CSAI-2R and the Cronbach alpha coefficient of above 0.70 for the total scale and all its subscales [24].

Athletic performance questionnaire

This questionnaire was designed by Charbonneau in 2001 to assess the performance of athletes. It has five items scored based on a 5-point Likert scale from 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent). The scores of each athlete are given by the coach after a competition. Its mean reliability coefficient was reported as 0.71 by Charbonneau. Sha’bani Bahar, Yaghoobi, and Farooqi (2010) reported appropriate validity and reliability for it. Its test-retest reliability had a Cronbach alpha of 0.73 [25].

Univariate ANCOVA with Pre-test control was used to analyze the data. Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS V. 23 at a significance level of P<0.05.

3. Results

Table 2 presents the Pre-test and Post-test descriptive results of the study variables. The results of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test were not significant for the scores of bullying (P=0.149), competitive state anxiety (P=0.2), and performance under pressure (P=0.284) variables, indicating the normal distribution of data. Also, Levene's test results were not significant for bullying (P=0.745), competitive state anxiety (P=0.64), and performance under pressure (P=0.334) variables, indicating homogeneity of variances. ANCOVA was hence used for data analysis.

Main hypothesis: Eight sessions of assertiveness training will decrease bullying and competitive state anxiety

Table 2. The Mean±SD of Pre-test and Post-test scores of the research variables by groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Mean±SD Pre-test</th>
<th>Mean±SD Post-test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bullying</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>32.93±6.38</td>
<td>27.5±4.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>31.31±8.22</td>
<td>32.12±9.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety is a competitive state</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>41.43±4.86</td>
<td>35.93±4.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>39.62±7.69</td>
<td>39.68±6.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under pressure operation</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>17.18±1.89</td>
<td>18.87±1.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>18.37±1.25</td>
<td>18.68±1.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Groups ANCOVA results in reducing bullying

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of Changes</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Squares</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Effect Size</th>
<th>Statistical Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>833.924</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>833.924</td>
<td>27.613</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.488</td>
<td>0.999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group membership</td>
<td>264.688</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>264.688</td>
<td>8.764</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.232</td>
<td>0.816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>875.826</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30.201</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and increase performance under pressure in adolescent male futsal players.

To test the main hypothesis, three sub-hypotheses were tested:

**First sub-hypothesis:** Eight sessions of assertiveness training will decrease bullying in adolescent male futsal players.

Table 3 presents the ANCOVA results of groups in reducing bullying after interventions and assertiveness training.

ANCOVA results of groups in decreasing bullying after interventions and assertiveness training showed that after adjusting Pre-test scores, there was a significant difference between the groups (P=0.006), indicating the effectiveness of the intervention. Therefore, the first sub-hypothesis of the research is confirmed. That is, assertiveness training decreases bullying. The effectiveness of training at the Post-test was 0.232. That is, about 23.2% of the bullying variance is related to group membership or the effect of training. The statistical power of 81.6% showed the appropriate statistical accuracy of the test. Additionally, the sample size was sufficient to test this hypothesis.

**Second sub-hypothesis:** Eight sessions of assertiveness training decreases competitive state anxiety in adolescent male futsal players.

Table 4 presents the ANCOVA results of groups in decreasing competitive state anxiety after interventions and assertiveness training.

ANCOVA results of groups in reducing competitive state anxiety after interventions and assertiveness training showed that after adjusting Pre-test scores, there was a significant difference between the groups (P=0.023), indicating the effectiveness of the intervention. Therefore, the second sub-hypothesis of the research is confirmed. That is, assertiveness training decreases competitive state anxiety. The effectiveness of training at the Post-test was 0.167. That is, about 16.7% of the competitive state anxiety variance is related to group membership or the effect of training. The statistical power of 74.4% showed the appropriate statistical accuracy of the test. Additionally, the sample size was sufficient to test this hypothesis.

**Third sub-hypothesis:** Eight sessions of assertiveness training increases performance under pressure in adolescent male futsal players.

Table 5 presents the ANCOVA results of groups in increasing performance under pressure after interventions and assertiveness training.

ANCOVA results of groups in increasing performance under pressure after interventions and assertiveness training showed that after adjusting Pre-test scores, there was a significant difference between the groups (P=0.001), indicating the effectiveness of the intervention. Therefore, the third sub-hypothesis of the research is confirmed. That is, assertiveness training increases performance under pressure. The effectiveness of training at the Post-test was 0.388. That is, about 38.8% of the performance under pressure variance is related to group membership or the effect of training.
membership or the effect of training. The statistical power of 98.5% showed the appropriate statistical accuracy of the test. Additionally, the sample size was sufficient to test this hypothesis.

### 4. Discussion

This study aimed to determine the effectiveness of assertiveness training on bullying, competitive state anxiety, and performance under the pressure of futsal players and showed evidence of assertiveness training effects on these variables. The results showed that assertiveness training of adolescent male futsal players increased their assertiveness level. This is consistent with the findings of Alkaya and Avsar and Gundogdu [8, 26]. It appears that after assertiveness training, the individual becomes more assertive in communication and correctly expressing himself to others upon becoming acquainted with his rights and the correct form of controlling and expressing his feelings to others, which increases assertiveness facing others.

Another finding was that assertiveness training of adolescent male futsal players decreased bullying in them. This result was consistent with the findings of Dehnavi and Ebrahimi and Aktop et al. [20, 27], but not with Alkaya and Avsar’s findings [8]. It appears that a significant decrease in bullying in this study was because the players had limited ways of establishing the right relationship with others before training, which has led to wrong behaviors, and sometimes bullying, in certain circumstances. Individuals need to acquire psychological skills in interacting positively with each other, who, by acquiring these skills, will have more and better ways to communicate and replace bullying. After training, this replacement improved interpersonal communication and thus reduced bullying in athletes [28].

Based on the theory of behaviorism, efficient communication beliefs facilitate people’s adaptation in their communication and promote their health and development. In contrast, inefficient communication beliefs are too exaggerated, rigid, irrational, and absolute beliefs about ourselves and relationships with others that reduce individual resistance to problems and cause the greatest frustration and failure [29]. In this regard, assertiveness training increases individuals’ ability to adapt proper communication, which can improve an individual’s health and reduce a sense of frustration and thus create healthy relationships.

Also, from the psychosocial perspective, rules governing perceptions and limits governing mental interactions are involved in the process of mental communication with the outside world, resulting in a common consequence in the social dimension, i.e., misunderstanding in interpersonal communications [29]. Assertiveness training eliminates many of these misunderstandings and improves the communication process. The inconsistency between this study and Alkaya and Avsar might be because of different educational protocols and the cultural differences of the samples.

In this study, assertiveness training decreased competitive state anxiety in adolescent male futsal players. This finding is consistent with the findings of Lesure-Lester and Larijani et al. [30, 31]. In explaining this finding, it should be said that anxiety is linked to some situations through learning and is also observed in subsequent situations, and the individual never considers re-evaluating the threat or finding a way to cope with it. A person’s adequacy provides exposure responses that reduce anxiety. Learning coping skills, a person becomes more assertive in re-evaluating threatening situations.

This courage in facing fear reduces one’s anxiety. Wolpe also argues that courageous behaviors are contradictory with anxiety. Therefore, if one exists, the other will disappear. He also suggests that an anxious person cannot express his feelings because he is worried about losing friends or their respect. Anxious people have less courage and fear negative evaluations [32]. The psychological theory believes that anxiety is caused by the fear of communicating with others and being evaluated. Assertiveness training appears to reduce the anxiety of a person due to its nature, which includes how to communicate and express feelings in a manner that is right and respectful of others’ rights [33].

The last finding of this study showed that assertiveness training improved performance under pressure in adolescent male futsal players. There was no study evaluating the effects of assertiveness training on performance under pressure that can be compared with this study. Only Pearsall and Ellis investigated the effect of assertiveness skill on team performance without pressure conditions, which showed that assertiveness positively affects team performance and satisfaction [21]. Regarding this finding, it can be stated that psychological pressure coping strategies are performance decrease moderators. Acquiring psychological skills, an individual learns better ways to deal with pressure and its moderation and has better performance in high psychological pressure situations [34]. Among psychosocial skills, assertiveness can be learned. So, it helps individuals in dealing with problems and coping with internal and external pressures. Assertiveness improves people’s performance, especially under psychological pressure conditions [35].
5. Conclusion

In the present study, people learn self-expression methods and this training will increase their level of assertiveness. In explaining the reduced bullying level in players after assertiveness training, it should be noted that part of the training of this skill relates to improving methods of establishing correct communication between individuals and respecting others’ rights. By respecting others’ rights, the form of communication moves from arrogant to respectful and demands one’s own right in a rational way, which in turn reduces interpersonal tensions, particularly bullying.

Concerning the reduction of competitive state anxiety and improvement of performance under pressure, it should be noted that the nature of anxiety is a competitive state of fear of the situation. With assertiveness training, individuals face and confront unrealistic and pressure-inducing fears. Individuals who are coping with anxiety and stress can have a better performance, and this improvement will repeat this process in the future.

Ultimately, assertiveness training and interventions were significantly effective in reducing bullying and competitive state anxiety and improving performance under the pressure of futsal players. It is worth noting that the players’ benefitted from assertiveness training acknowledged its effectiveness in being calm and having better self-confidence and ultimately better performance. Since the assertiveness training program is not expensive and practical, it is suggested that players, coaches, and sports team managers be familiarized with assertiveness skills to prepare a better team and better players. The results of this study can help athletes, especially in high-anxiety competitions.

Since this was the first study of this kind in the sports community, there is an urgent need for its repetition in other samples to obtain results for empirical comparisons and confirmations. According to the results of other studies on the effect of age, gender, and skill level on assertiveness [36], it is suggested that studies be conducted on samples with a different age range and in different societies to generalize and compare the results. It is also suggested that future studies be more extensive with long-term follow-ups to determine the effect of assertiveness training after a longer period.
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